
   

  

VIP Process (Vehicles In Progress) 

  Step 1: Placing your order | Requesting your options | Securing your vehicle 

 Review availability for requested color, trim, and models 

 Check incoming unit allocation/constraints and/or the current availability of similar models 

 Client accepts inbound or ordered unit description as an acceptable option 

 Review pricing, accessories, and applicable addendums &/or rebates/incentives with client 

 Client agrees to vehicle pricing, terms, financing options & purchase value of trade 

 Trade values are only honored within 7 days and less than 1,000 miles 

 All vehicles are subjected up to an 2-4% factory price increase 

  Step 2: Communication and Updates 

 Preferred method of contact for updates is:  

 Text updates to this number: (_________) __________ - __________ (after: _______am/pm |&| before: _______ am/pm) 

 Email updates to this email: _____________________________________________________________________________  

 Call updates to this number:  (_________) __________ - __________ (after: _______am/pm |&| before: _______ am/pm) 

 Please contact me under the following conditions:  

 When there is a status change of my vehicle through the process 

 When it is being transported to the dealership and you have an expected arrival date   

 When it arrives and it can be physically inspected, and I can take delivery of it 

 Please send me an update once per | week | month | until it arrives even if there’s no status change.  

  Step 3: Wait patiently and with anticipation :) 

 Client understands that as soon as the Dealer can deliver the vehicle, they will do so 

 Client understands that the sales representative does not have any control over the process 

 Client understands that the vehicle may be subjected to possible holds due to parts delay in the global 

supply chain crunch  

 Client understands that no one at the Dealership (including the Owner) has the phone number to the 

president of the United States, the President of your vehicle’s manufacturer, or to the Department of 

Transportation and that we are all in this together and want a resolution as fast as possible. 😊 

  Step 4: Delivery  

 Once the vehicle arrives it will be inspected by our Service Department 

 Client is responsible of taking delivery within 72 hours of notification (some exceptions will be 

considered) 

 VIP Delivery is scheduled, client inspects the vehicle and then gets to take their new vehicle home! 

 

X_________________________                                                                          X_________________________ 

Customer Signature                                                                                            Dealer Representative    
*Earnest money is held against the purchase price of the vehicle and is eligible for refund if the vehicle is damaged or not as represented and promised by the dealer. 
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